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Company procedures for hiring employees often include background screening, examination of criminal records and 
checking credit with reputable reporting agencies.  

However, many businesses overlook the importance of reviewing a potential employee’s driving record, especially if 
this employee is going to operate a company vehicle or their own vehicle for company business. A Motor Vehicle 
Record (MVR) review can make the difference between selecting a good operator/driver or one that could create 
hazards while on the road. 

What is a Motor Vehicle Report? A motor vehicle report or MVR is also known as your driving record. Consider the 
MVR your driving report card which documents everything from traffic tickets, accident reports, DUI convictions, 
driver’s license points, vehicle-related crimes and more. Your MVR also includes driver’s license details, such as the 
driver’s license class, restrictions, endorsements and personal information like your age, height or weight. The 
timeframe in which MVRs look back varies by state and typically falls within a 3 to 7-year lookback period, with 3 
years being the most common. 

When is a Motor Vehicle Report Necessary? It is imperative that the company reviews the applicant’s MVR before 
making a hiring decision.  After making the hiring decision, the MVR review should be conducted at least annually as 
long your employee is still meeting company requirements. 

It is recommended to use a points system to “grade” driver candidates.  It’s like a golf score; the lower the 
accumulated points over a period of time the better the driving record.  For example, if a candidate has a couple 
minor moving violations, their score won’t be as high as someone who’s been cited for multiple speeding violations or 
driving on an expired license (these points are different than those on a state drivers’ license).   

Disqualification of Drivers. There are certain criteria where the driver should not be allowed to operate a company 
vehicle. The criteria are as follows: 

• A driver is disqualified for the duration of the driver's loss of his/her privilege to operate a commercial motor 
vehicle on public highways, either temporarily or permanently, by reason of the revocation, suspension, 
withdrawal, or denial of an operator's license, permit, or privilege, until that operator's license, permit, or 
privilege is restored by the authority that revoked, suspended, withdrew, or denied it 

• A driver who receives a notice that his/her license, permit, or privilege to operate a commercial motor vehicle 
has been revoked, suspended, or withdrawn shall notify the motor carrier that employs him/her of the 
contents of the notice before the end of the business day following the day the driver received it 

• Disqualification for criminal and other offenses: 

o Driving a commercial motor vehicle while under the influence of alcohol 

– Refusal to undergo such testing as is required by any State or jurisdiction 

o Driving a commercial motor vehicle under the influence of a Schedule I identified controlled substance, an 
amphetamine, a narcotic drug, a formulation of an amphetamine, or a derivative of a narcotic drug 

– Transportation, possession, or unlawful use 

o Leaving the scene of an accident while operating a commercial motor vehicle 

o A felony involving the use of a commercial motor vehicle 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Featured training this month:     

• Emergency Action Plan 

• How to Conduct a Self-Risk Assessment 

For more information or to join us for the next session of our 
virtual training events, email us at contactcatto@catto.com  
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https://www.catto.com/events


  

             

  

 
The Texas Department of Insurance has warned flood-damage vehicles may be hitting the state’s resale    
 market following the heavy rains and flooding that swamped Louisiana and Southeast Texas in May. 
TDI noted that scam artists will buy salvage cars at auction and resell them to unsuspecting buyers. Once an  

engine gets waterlogged, it’s almost impossible to ever make it right. “A used car shortage is driving prices up, so it’s more  
      important than ever to be informed and know the signs of water damage,” Doug Slape, TDI’s chief deputy commissioner, said in a media 
release. Stains, mildew, rust, and discoloration are signs of water damage. Consumers are advised to look for dirt or debris under floor mats, 
carpet, and around the spare tire. Mold and mildew give off a musty odor; a strong smell of cleaner or disinfectant could signal an attempt to 
cover up those odors. When a vehicle is declared a total loss, the title must be changed to a salvage or non-repairable title. TDI said. Buyers 
should ask to see the title; a vehicle history report will list the status of the title. The National Insurance Crime Bureau offers a free service 
called VINCheck. Enter the vehicle identification number, and NICB will show if that vehicle has been stolen or listed as a total loss. Boats, 
RVs, and campers damaged by floodwaters also appear on the resell market, TDI warned. 

               Point System for MVR Review 

Citation for driving while license suspended or revoked in last 3 years 100 points 

Citation for driving while intoxicated or impaired in the last 3 years 100 points 

Citation for leaving the scene of an accident in the last 3 years 100 points 

Citation for reckless driving in the last 3 years 100 points 

Citation for careless driving in the last 3 years 70 points 

Accident in the last 3 years that results in citation 70 points 

Other preventable accidents in last 3 years 70 points 

Speeding in a school zone 70 points 

Citation for Excessive speed (20 or more miles over) in the last 3 years 50 points 

Citation for speeding in the last 3 years  25 points 

Other moving violations in last 3 years  25 points 

Driver Complaints 25 Points 

Out of service or inspection violations  25 points 

DOT or FMCSA violations 25 points 

Non-preventable accidents 0 points 

               Maintain these records for seven years, even after employment has ended.   

Negligent Entrustment. Negligent entrustment of a motor vehicle is a recognized cause of action in Texas that may be 
brought against the owner, or in some circumstances one who  
has control over, of a motor vehicle driven by another when the 
driver injures someone while driving the car in a dangerous 
manner. 

To bring such a negligent entrustment claim, the following must 
be proven by the injured driver: 

1) the entrustment of a vehicle by its owner or custodian,  

2) to an incompetent driver,  

3) that the owner knew or should have known was 
unlicensed, incompetent, or reckless,  

4) that the driver was negligent on the occasion in question, 
and  

5) (5) the driver's negligence proximately caused the 
accident. Williams v. Steves Indus., Inc., 699 S.W.2d 570, 
571 (Tex.1985). 

All too often commercial drivers are involved in accidents, and 
unfortunately, their poor record comes to the surface too late.  
Remember, these drivers are operating vehicles under the 
banner of your company name.  That said, it is best to vet driver 
candidates well before putting them on the road.  Remember, 
document everything and hang on to those records!   

Generac Portable Generators 

Finger Amputation & Crushing Hazards 
www.generac.com/handleguard    

  
Specialized Bicycle Components Bike Battery 
Fire & Burn Hazards 
www.specialized.com     
 
SOWTECH Espresso Machines  
Burn Hazard 
www.amz-lohitech.com   
 
ECHO EGi-2300 Watt Generators 
Fire & Burn Hazards 
www.Echo-USA.com   
 

One Stop Gardens Tank Top Propane Heaters 
Burn Hazard 
www.harborfreight.com        

 
Rite Aid Rechargeable Handheld Fans 
Fire Hazard 
www.riteaid.com   

  

Caldwell Earmuffs with Battery Packs 
Fire & Burn Hazards  
www.caldwellshooting.com/recall    
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